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SYMPLECTIC GROUPS PSp4 (q)

BY

W. J. WONGf1)

In this paper we present a characterization of the projective symplectic groups

PSp4 (q) in dimension 4 over finite fields of odd characteristic, in terms of the

structure of the centralizer of an involution. The group PSp4 (q) is simple, of

order \q\q2 + l)(q2 — I)2, with a Sylow 2-subgroup whose center has order 2, so

that involutions which lie in the centers of Sylow 2-subgroups form a single

conjugacy class (see §1). We shall prove the following result.

Theorem. Let C be the centralizer in PSp4 (q) of an involution lying in the center

of some Sylow 2-subgroup, where q is odd. Let G be a finite group containing an

involution t whose centralizer C(t) in G is isomorphic with C. Then either

(i) G = C(t)0(G),or

(ii) G is isomorphic with PSp4 (q).

Here 0(G) denotes the largest normal subgroup of odd order in G. In particular,

PSp4 (q) is the only simple group satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem.

A similar characterization of PSp4 (q) in the case of even q has been given by

Suzuki [13]. A special case of our theorem has been obtained by Janko, who dealt

with the case q = 3 [10].

We use a method which appears to be rapidly becoming standard (e.g., [11], [12],

[13]). This is the construction of a (FWV)-pair for G [16]. In our case, after discarding

the case (i) of the theorem, we show that G has a subgroup G0 with a (FAO-pair

having as Weyl group the dihedral group of order 8. This in itself is not sufficient

to identify G0, but we can prove that the multiplication table of G0 is uniquely

determined, from which it follows that G0 is isomorphic with PSp4 (q). By using a

lemma of Suzuki we prove that G0 = G. Our techniques are similar to those of

Janko and Phan [10], [11]. We do not use directly the theory of group characters,

but we do use a result of Gorenstein and Walter which requires the character

theory [7],

The paper is organized as follows. In §1 we determine the structure of the group

C. Next we show in §2 that if case (i) of the conclusion of the theorem does not

hold then G has exactly two classes of involutions. In §3 we determine the structure

of the centralizer of an involution in the second class. By studying the centralizers
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and normalizers of various ^-subgroups (p the prime divisor of q), we find the

structure of the normalizer of a Sylow /^-subgroup in §4. In §5 we put together the

(FAO-pair and finish the proof as outlined above.

Our notation is largely standard. We use O(X) to denote the largest normal

subgroup of odd order in the finite group X. Nx( Y) and Cx( Y) are the normalizer

and centralizer of Y in X; we omit the subscript when X= G. We write [x, y]

= x~1xy = x~1y~1xy. If xy = z, we also write y: x^-z. If y: x-> x_1, we say that

y inverts x. The field of a elements is denoted Fq. When we speak of the norm of an

element of F„2, we shall always mean the norm from F,2 to Fq. Finally, we shall

take linear transformations on a vector space as acting on the right.

1. The group C. Let ^bea power of an odd prime number p. We define the

integer 8 by the conditions

(1) q= 8   (mod 4),    8 = ±1.

Let 2n be the greatest power of 2 dividing q — 8, so that

(2) q-8 = 2ne,   e odd.

We fix a generator e of the multiplicative group of Fa.

Setting

J =

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

-1   0

we may take PSp4 (q) as the group of all matrices A of degree 4 with coefficients in

F, such that A'JA=J, where A' denotes the transpose of A and we identify two

such matrices if they are negatives of each other. Let C be the centralizer in PSp4 (q)

of the involution

* =
7       0

0    -/

where / is the identity matrix of degree 2. It is easily verified that C consists of all

elements of the form

A    0

0    B
or

0    A

B o}

where A, Be SL2 (a). Setting

\A   01
Lx =

0    /
A £ SL2 (q)

u =

L, =

o  r\
-I   0

I    0

0   B
B e SL2 (a)
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we see that Lx and F2 are isomorphic with SL2 (a), elements of Lx commute with

elements of F2, Lx n L2 = <;>,  C=LxL2<[u}, u2=l, L\=L2.  Since SL2 (q) has

center of order 2 it follows easily that C has center <i>-

Since C has order

\C\ = |SL2(a)|2 = a2(a2-l)2,

the index of C in PSp4 (q) is \q2(q2 +1), an odd number. Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup

S1 of C is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and / lies in the center of S. We can take

S=SxS2iuy, where Sx is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Lu S2 = SX. We construct the St

as follows. Let

(3) d =
e     0

0       E"1
(S = 1),   or   d =

a   ß

eß    a
(S= -i),

where in the second case a and ß are elements of F, such that a+ßy/e is a generator

of the group of elements of norm 1 in F<f. Then d is an element of order a —S in

SL2 (q), generating a subgroup whose normalizer is (d, b}, where

(4) b =
0 -1

1 0
(8 = I),   or   b

A

•ep.
(o= -1),

where in the second case A and p. are elements of Fq such that A2 - ep2 = — 1. Then

b inverts d and b2=—I. If we put

(5) a = de,

then <a, b} is a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL2 (q), a generalized quaternion group of

order 2n + 1. If a and b are transformed into ax and i»! by an isomorphism of SL2 (q)

with Lx, and m transforms a! and bx into a2 and b2, then we may take <S'i = <ai, í>¡>,

so that we have

(6)

S = (ax, bx, a2, b2, w>,

ar1 = bf = t,       aA = bxaï\

Vu, a2\ = [ax, b2] = [bx, a2] = [bx, b2] = 1,

a\ = a2,       b\ = b2.

The order of S is 22n + 2. Since a generalized quaternion group has center of order 2,

it follows easily that S has center <?>. Thus the involutions lying in the centers of

Sylow 2-subgroups form a single conjugacy class and their centralizers are all

isomorphic.

Every involution of LXL2 different from / is of the form xy, where x and y are

elements of order 4 in Lx and F2 respectively. Since all elements of order 4 in

SL2 (q) are conjugate, we see that all involutions of LXL2 different from t are

conjugate in LXL2.
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If x and v are elements of Lx and L2 respectively, then

(uxy)2 = (yux)(xuy),

and yux e Lx, xuy e L2. Hence, if uxy is an involution then yux e Lx n L2 = (t>, so

that uxy=yuux=x~xux or x~xtux.

We summarize all the properties of C which we have found in the following

lemma.

Lemma 1.1. (i) \C\=q2(q2-lf.

(ii) C=LxL2(jf), where Lx and L2 are subgroups of C, such that

LxnL2 = <\ty,       [F1,F2]={1},

u is an involution, and there are isomorphisms

of SL2 (#) o« Lx and L2 respectively, such that

xx = x2,

for all x in SL2 (q).

(iii) If ' d,b and a are the elements o/SL2 (q) given by (3), (4) and (5), then

S = (fli, bx, a2, b2, u)

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C, of order 22n + 2, with the generators of S satisfying the

relations (6).

(iv) z(C)=z(s)=(ty.
(v) All involutions of LxL2 — <[ty are conjugate in C. All involutions of C—LXL2

are conjugate in C to u or tu.

If x is an element of SL2 (q), we shall always let xx and x2 be the elements of Lx

and F2 obtained from x by applying the isomorphisms of (ii) above.

2. Classes of involutions in G. From now on we assume that G is a finite group

satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. In the isomorphism of C(t) with C, the

image of t must be the unique nontrivial element of Z(C). Thus we may take

C(t) = C, where C has the properties of Lemma 1.1.

Lemma 2.1. S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

Proof. Let F be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing S. Then Z(T) centralizes t,

so that

Z(T) S C(t) C\T= S,

whence Z(T)SZ(S), so that Z(F) = <i>, by Lemma 1.1 (iv). Hence TSC(t), so

that T— S. This proves the lemma.
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Two of the involutions of L1F2 — </> are

(7) v = (axa2)2n'2,       w = bxb2.

Lemma 2.2. The involutions oj'LXL2 — </> are not conjugate in G to t.

Proof. By Lemma 1.1 (v), it is enough to show that v is not conjugate in G to t.

The centralizer of v in C(t) is

(8) C(t, v) = <«, dx, d2, w},

a group of order 2(q — 8)2. We have

(9) d\ = d2,       df = d-\       [u, w] = l.

A Sylow 2-subgroup of C(t, v) is T=(u, ax, a2, w}, a group of order 22n+1. We

compute that Z(T) = (t, v}.

Suppose first that n > 2. We can calculate that each of the involutions v, Iv of

Z(T) is a power of exactly 22n ~1 - 2n+\(22n ~2 — 1 ) elements of F, while Ms a power

of only 22n-1-22n-2 + 3-(22n-2- 1) elements of F. It follows that <i> is a character-

istic subgroup of T. If v were conjugate in G to t, then C(v) would contain a Sylow

2-subgroup F of G containing F. Since \V : T\ =2, T would be normal in F, so

that </> would be normal in V. Then Z(V) would contain v and t, contradicting

the fact that Z(S) has order 2 and V is isomorphic with S.

Now suppose that zz = 2, so that \T\ =32. We repeat an argument of Janko [10].

F has an elementary Abelian maximal subgroup

E = <z, u, v, w}.

Since C(E)SC(t), we can compute C(E). We find that C(E) = E. Hence

X = N(E)/E

is isomorphic with a subgroup of the automorphism group of F, which is iso-

morphic with GL4 (2), i.e. with the alternating group AB.

Since \Z(T)\ =4, £" is the only Abelian maximal subgroup of T, for otherwise the

intersection of two such subgroups would be a subgroup of order 8 in Z(T).

Hence N(T)SN(E). Suppose that v is conjugate to t in G. Then, as before, a

Sylow 2-subgroup V of C(v) containing F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and V^S

since S%C(v). Since F and S normalize F, they are contained in N(E). The four-

groups V/E and S/E are Sylow 2-subgroups of X containing T/E=(axE). Thus

the centralizer in X of the involution axE has more than one Sylow 2-subgroup.

Since involutions of A8 have centralizers of order 263 or 253 [17, p. 360], we see

that Cx(axE) is dihedral of order 12.

Since zz = 2, SL2 (q) contains an element / of order 3 normalizing the Sylow

2-subgroup (a, b) of SL2 (q), and permuting the subgroups <a>, <¿z> and {ab}

cyclically (since PSL2 (q) has subgroups isomorphic with Ai [4, p. 268]). Then

fxf2 normalizes (axa2, bxb2) = <zz, w}. Also, fxf2 centralizes <?, u). Hence fxf2 e N(E),
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and fif2E permutes the involutions axE, bxE, axbxE of S/E cyclically. Hence

<aiF, bxE, fxf2E} is isomorphic with Ait and all involutions of X are conjugate.

Since Ai has no normal subgroup of order 3, /i/2F is not contained in O(X), so

that \X : 0(X)\ is divisible by 3. Since 33 does not divide \AB\, \0(X)\ is not

divisible by 32. Hence O(X) has a normal 3-complement W, by Burnside's theorem.

If Cx(axE) n 0(X)±{1}, then we must have

0(1) = (Cx(axE) n 0(X))W.

Then axE centralizes the chief factor 0(X)/ W of X. Hence the conjugate bxE of

fliF should also centralize 0(X)/ W. But, bxE inverts Cx(axE) n 0(X), so that we

have a contradiction. Thus,

Cx(axE) n 0(X) = {1}.

Now a theorem of Gorenstein and Walter [7, Theorem I] shows that X/0(X) is

isomorphic with PSL2 (11) or PSL2 (13). This contradicts the fact that \A8\ is not

divisible by 11 or 13. Hence v is not conjugate in G to t. This completes the proof

of the lemma.

We now assume that case (i) of the conclusion of our theorem does not hold,

i.e. that

(10) G ft C(t)0(G).

Lemma 2.3. Either u or tu is conjugate in G to t.

Proof. If this were not so, then t would be conjugate in G to no other involution

of S, by Lemma 1.1 (v). By a theorem of Glauberman [6, Theorem 1], tO(G) lies

in the center of G/0(G), i.e.

CGIO<oy(tO(G)) = G/0(G).

Since CGio(G)(tO(G)) = C0(t)O(G)/O(G), we find that G = C(t)0(G), contradicting

the assumption (10). This proves the lemma.

From the description of C given in Lemma 1.1 (ii) we see that C has an auto-

morphism interchanging the involutions u and tu. Thus we may assume that

(11) tu is conjugate in G to t.

Lemma 2.4. G has exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions, Kx and K2, such

that Kx n C consists of the classes in C represented by t and tu, and K2n C consists

of the classes in C represented by v and u. There exists an element z of G such that

z2 lies in S and

(12) z:t^-uv,       u->tv,       v-*-v.

Proof. Let Kx be the conjugacy class of t in G and K2 the conjugacy class of v

in G. By Lemma 2.2, KX^K2. We set

F = Cs(tu) = (axa2, w} x </, «>.
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The subgroup <,axa2, w} is dihedral of order 2n, so that |£|=2n + 2. Let F be a

Sylow 2-subgroup of C(tu) containing E. Since tu is conjugate in G to t, \T\ =22n+2

>\E\. Hence there exists an element z of F— E such that z2 e E and z normalizes E.

Suppose first that zz>2. Then Z(E) = (t, u, v) is normalized by z. Since uv is

conjugate in C to tu, the involutions t, tu and uv lie in Ku by (11). Since v and tv

are conjugate in C by Lemma 1.1 (v), v and tv lie in K2. The other two involutions

u and tuv of Z(E) are conjugate in C. If the subset {z;, tv} were invariant under z,

then / = v(tv) would be invariant under z, contradicting the fact that z ^ C(t). Hence

tz or riz is transformed by z into u or to, so that v, tv, u and to all lie in K2. Since

every involution of G is conjugate to an element of 5 and thus to one of the in-

volutions t, v, u, tu, we have the first statement of the lemma. Also since (tùf — tu

and z*2 5e í, we must have

tz = uv,       (uv)" = t.

Hence (tuv)z = uvt=tuv. Since (tu)z=tu, we have tf = v. Then uz = (uvv)z = tv, and

we have proved (12).

Now suppose that zz = 2. Then E—(J, u, v, w}. The intersections of E with the

conjugacy classes of involutions of C are

Ji = {/}, J3 = {v, w, vw, tv, tw, tvw},

J2 = {tu, uv, uw, uvw},       Ji = {u, tuv, tuw, tuvw}.

We know that Jx and J2 lie in Kx and J3 lies in K2. If J3 were invariant under z,

then the product of the elements of J3, which is t, would also be invariant under z,

a contradiction. Hence one of the involutions in J3 is conjugate to one of the

involutions of /4, and we have the first statement of the lemma. In particular,

Ki n E = {/, tu, uv, uw, uvw).

In the proof of Lemma 2.2, we saw that a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(E)/E is contained

in a subgroup isomorphic with At. Thus the involution zE of N(E)/E is contained

in such a subgroup F of N(E)/E. Then F acts on the set Ki n E, the action being

faithful since zE moves t. Now Ai has only one faithful permutation representation

of degree 5, the obvious one. In this representation, a letter fixed by one involution

is fixed by all, and the involutions permute the remaining letters transitively. Since

zE fixes tu, F contains an involution which fixes tu and transforms t into uv. We

now replace z by an element of N(E) representing this involution, and the proof is

finished as before.

We remark that in PSp4 (q) one class of involutions consists of elements coming

from involutions of Sp4 (q), and the other class comes from the semi-involutions

[5, p. 5].
If S* is the focal group of S in G, i.e. the intersection of S with the derived

group G' of G, then S* contains the derived group of S,

S' = <a?, axa2, w>.
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Since wax is conjugate to w in C, S* also contains wax, and hence ax. Since bx is

conjugate to a power of ax, S* contains bx. Finally, ?w is conjugate in G to the

element t of S'. Thus we obtain S* = S, so that G has no subgroup of index 2.

If a=3, our theorem now follows from the result of Janko [10]. Since a few of

the arguments which we shall use do not work in the case a=3 but have to be

replaced by special arguments (given by Janko), we shall henceforth assume that

(13) q > 3.

3. Centralizers of involutions in F2. We shall determine the structure of C(u).

Let

(14) A = {xxx2 | x ë SL2 (q)}.

Then A is a subgroup of C(t) isomorphic with PSL2 (a), an isomorphism being

provided by the mapping taking xxx2 on the element of PSL2 (a) represented by

the matrix x. For convenience, we shall identify A with PSL2 (q) by means of this

isomorphism. We have

(15) C(t, u) = it, u) x A.

Also, by (8), we have C(t, v) = itu, dx, d2, vv>. Transforming by the element z of

Lemma 2.4, we find that

(16) C(u,v) = itu,d*x,dz2,w*y.

In order to use the information in (15) and (16) to determine C(u), we require more

knowledge of the action of z.

Lemma 3.1. idxd2y = idxd2y,   iaxa2y = iaxa2y, and

(17) w = (w(dxd2)mtu)\

for some integer m.

Proof. We have

(18) C(t,u,v) = it,u)xCA(v),

(19) CA(v) = idxd2, w}.

Here CA(v) is a dihedral group of order q—8. Since y is a central involution of

CA(v), we may also write

C(t, u, v) = itv, uv) x idxd2, w>.

Since z normalizes it, u, v), we may transform by z, and, using (12), obtain

(20) c(t,u,v) = it,u)xi(dxd2y,w*y.
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Calculation of the subgroup Y of C(t, u, v) generated by those elements which

have as a power an involution in it, u, v) (using (18), (19) and (20)) shows that

y = it, «> x idxd2y = it, u) x i(dxd2yy.

Now put

g = a\    .

Then g2 = t, and transformation by g interchanges tu and uv. By (12), we see that

(gz)2 = uv,       gz: t<-r tu.

In particular, gz normalizes it, u} and so normalizes C(t, u). From (15), A is the

derived group of C(t, u), so that gz normalizes A. Also, g commutes with v and

if = v, so that gz commutes with v. Hence gz normalizes CA(v).

Now, [gz, (dxd2)z] = [g, dxd2f= 1, so that [gz, Y] ̂  it, w>. Since dxd2 lies in both

Y and CA(v), we have

[gz, dxd2] ¿ it, u) n CM = {1},

so that gz commutes with dxd2.

We also have [g, w] = t, so that, by (12), [gz, wz] = uv. Hence, if x is any element

of C(t, u, v) - Y= wz Y, then

[gz, x] e vit, ú).

Since w is such an element, w e CA(v)> an<i K*> M> n CA(v) = {v}, we have

(21) [gz, w] = v.

We now know the action of gz on t, u, v, w, dxd2, and their transforms by z. From

(18), (19) and (20), we obtain

(22) <M> x idxd2y = c(t, u, v, gz) = <u> x i(dxd2yy.

Suppose that (d1d2)z = u(dxd2)m for some integer m. Then, taking eth powers, we

have (axa2)z = u(axa2)m, so that, from (12),

(axa2)z2 = tvum(axa2)m2.

Thus z2 does not normalize iaxa2}. This is a contradiction, since, by Lemma 2.4,

z2 lies in Cs(t, u) = it, u) x iaxa2, w>, which has iaxa2} as a normal subgroup.

It now follows from (22) that

i(dxd2yy = idxd2y.

Taking eth powers shows that <(a1a2)z> = <a1a2>.

Sin^e w has the property (21), computation in the group C(t, u, v) shows that

(23) w = wz((dxd2y)mtv,   or   w = wz((dxd2)z)mtu,
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for some integer zzz. Now, wz((dxd2)z)mtv is conjugate to w(dxd2)mu = (bxdx)'m(tu)

x (bxdx)m, which lies in Kx, and w lies in K2. Hence the second alternative in (23)

must hold. Since (tu)z = tu, we have the formula (17). This proves the lemma.

By (16), C(u, v) contains the subgroup (tu, ax, ai), of order 22\ Now, w central-

izes tu, and by (17),

(24) (air - O!)"1,       (alT = («D"1.

Hence the element w of C(«, z>) normalizes (tu, al, a2>, so that C(u, v) contains the

subgroup

F = (tu, al, a.%, w>

of order 22n + 1. Since u does not lie in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, F

must be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(u).

Lemma 3.2. C(u) has a normal subgroup K of index 2 with Sylow 2-subgroup

M = (al, al, w).

Proof. Let F* be the focal group of T in C(u), i.e. the intersection of F with the

derived group of C(u). Then F* contains the derived group of F,

F' = (axa2, a2Y.

Also, since A is a subgroup of C(u) having no subgroup of index 2, F* contains

A n T=(axa2, w>. Thus T* contains the subgroup

W = <[(axa2y, (al)2, w).

This is a normal subgroup of T, and T/ W is a four-group.

We shall use the following result of Thompson [15, Lemma 5.38], proved by a

simple transfer argument.

Lemma 3.3. Let M be a maximal subgroup of a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group

X. Then every involution of the derived group of X is conjugate in X to an element

ofM.

Here we take M = (a\, a\, w>. Using the relations (24), we see that M has five

classes of involutions, represented by

u, v, uv, w, uvw.

Since A contains only one class of involutions, v, w and vw are conjugate in C(u).

Hence uv and uvw are conjugate in C(u). Thus the involutions of M lie in conjugacy

classes of C(u) represented by u, v, uv. We have u, v e K2, uve Kx.

If tu were conjugate in C(u) to uv, then t=(tu)u would be conjugate to (uv)u = v,

contradicting Lemma 2.2. Hence tu is conjugate in C(u) to no element of M, so

that, by Lemma 3.3, F* does not contain tu.
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The element tua\w is an involution, conjugate in G to tuaxw(dxd2)mtu=a2w(dxd2)m,

by (17). Thus tuafw lies in K2. If tuafw were conjugate in C(u) to v, ta\w would be

conjugate to uv. But tafw is conjugate in G to uvaxw(dxd2)mtu = va2w(dxd2)mt, which

lies in F2 by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, while uv lies in Kx. Hence tua\w is not conjugate

in C(u) to v. Obviously tua\w is not conjugate in C(u) to u. Hence tua\w is conjugate

in C(u) to no element of M, so that, by Lemma 3.3, T* does not contain tua\w.

It now follows that we have two possibilities for F* :

F* = W,   or   F* = <af, IF> = M.

In either case, we have a subgroup of index 2 in C(u) having M as Sylow 2-sub-

group. This proves Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.4. F has a normal subgroup L of index 2n with Sylow 2-subgroup

J = iaia2, wy.

Proof. We find the focal subgroup M * of M in K. From (24) and Lemma 3.1,

the derived subgroup of M is

M' = i(aia2)zy = iaxa2y.

Thus the subgroup <t;> of order 2 in M' is characteristic in M, and we have

NK(M) S CM = C(". v).

From (16), C(u, v) has a normal 2-complement. Hence so has NK(M), so that

NK(M)' n M=M'. By Griin's first theorem [8, Theorem 14.4.4], M* is the sub-

group of M generated by those elements of M which are conjugate in F to elements

of M'.

Since A has no subgroup of index 2, /l ¿Fand M* contains ^ n M=iaxa2, wy,

which we denote /. Suppose that M*>J. Then there exists an element of M—J

which is conjugate in K to an element of M', say

(25) ((alfl2)0s = (alfx,

where se K, xeJ, (a\ )k ̂  1. By taking a suitable power, we find that vs lies in

iaiyj, so that vs lies in <«f>F since iuvyj/J is the unique subgroup of order 2 in

iaiyj/J. Hence either

(26) vs = uvr   (r e J),       or   vs e J.

The second case can occur only when v is an even power of (axa2)', since an odd

power of (ax)k does not lie in J. Thus v = ((axa2Y)2i. Then, ((ax)kxy e iuvyj. Now,

{a^) is a normal subgroup of iuvyj, with elementary Abelian quotient group

(of order 4). Hence, squaring, we find that

if e iaia2y,
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so that vs = v. Hence s g C(u, v). Since (axa2y is a normal subgroup of C(u, v), we

have a contradiction to (25).

If the first case holds in (26), then (uv)s = vr. But vr is an involution in A, and so

is conjugate to w, which lies in K2. This is a contradiction, since uv lies in Kx.

Hence M*=J. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 3.5. L = A x E, where E=(((d1d^1Y)2n~1y, a cyclic group of order e.

Proof. Since ASK, \K : L\ =2", and A has no subgroup of index 2, we must

have ASL. Since A contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, L has no subgroup of index

2. The Sylow 2-subgroup J of L is dihedral of order 2", and all involutions of L

are conjugate in F. We have

CL(v) S C(u, v),

which has an Abelian 2-complement, by (16). By a theorem of Gorenstein and

Walter [7, Theorem I], L/0(L) is isomorphic with the alternating group A7, or

with PSL2 (r), for some odd r.

Since L/0(L) contains 0(L)A/0(L), which is isomorphic with PSL2 (q), it follows

that either

L/0(L) X A7,   q = 7 or 9, or

LjO(L) X PSL2 (r),   and r is a power of q or q = 5,

by [4, p. 286] and the assumption that q>3. We also have

CLIOiLfaO(L)) = CL(v)0(L)/0(L),

so that \CLIOiL)(vO(L))\ divides |CL(Fj|, which divides \C(u, v)\. This means that 24

divides 2(q-8)2 if L/0(L)xA7, and r± 1 divides 2(?-8)2 if L/0(L)xPSL2 (r).

The only possibility is that L/0(L) £PSL2 (r), r = ?. Hence L = 0(F)y4.

Since every four-subgroup of PSL2 (q) is selfcentralizing, CL(v, w)0(L)/0(L) has

order 4, so that

G(CL(r, w)) S 0(L).

From (16), (17) and (24), we have

0(CL(v, hz)) = 0(C(W, zz, w)) = (((did^y)2*-1}.

Thus, | O(L) | £e.

From the structure of PSL2 (q),

\CLmL)(vO(L))\ =q-8.

Now CL(z') has J as Sylow 2-subgroup and contains the normal 2-complement of

C(u, v), which has order e2. Hence |CL(u)| =2ne2 = (q— 8)e. It follows that

I Cou» I = e.
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Since w and vw are conjugate in F to v, we also have

|Cott>(w)| = |C0(L)(w)| = e.

We shall apply the following result of Brauer, and Gorenstein and Walter [1,

p. 328]; [7, p. 555].

Lemma 3.6. Let F be a four-group acting on a group K of odd order. Let tx, t2, t3

be the three involutions of F. Then

\K\ \CK(F)\2 = \CK(tx)\ \CK(t2)\ \CK(t3)\,

K = CK(tx)CK(t2)CK(t3).

It follows immediately that \0(L)\ = e, so that 0(L) = i((dxd21y)2'l~1y, which

we denote F.

Now CL(E) is a normal subgroup of F containing F and the involution v. Since

L/E is simple, we must have CL(E)=L, so that F = .4 x F. This proves Lemma 3.5.

Lemma 3.7. The centralizer C(u) ofu in G is a semidirect product

(27) C(u) = it, sy(A x E),       it, syn(AxE) = {I},

where A = PSL2 (q), E is cyclic of order e, and it, j> is dihedral of order 2n + l:

Here u is the central involution of it, j>:

u = sz

'2 - s2" = 1,

The involution t centralizes A and inverts E, and the element s centralizes E and

induces the same automorphism on A as the element of PGL2 (q) represented by the

matrix

(8 = I),   or (8= -1).

Proof. By Lemmas 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5, C(u) = itu, a\, A x F>. We put

(28) s = a\w(dxd2y,

where k is an integer, to be specified later. Since w(dxd2)k lies in A, we have

C(u) = itu, s, Ax F>. Using (9), (24) and Lemma 3.1, we can compute that

s2 = af(al)-1.

It follows that s2"'1 = (tv)z = u. Thus we have

C(u) = it,s,AxEy.
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Since transformation by uv interchanges ax and a2, transformation by t=(uv)z

interchanges al and a\. Thus,

s2sl = azx(az2Y1a2tw(dxd2)k = s,

so that si=s~1 and (t, s> is dihedral of order 2n+1.

The subgroup L = A x E is characteristic in AT, being the smallest normal sub-

group of K having index a power of 2. Since K is normal in C(ü), L is also normal

in C(u). Since every normal subgroup of (t, s> contains the central involution u,

but u does not lie in L, we see that C(u) is a semidirect product (27).

We know that t centralizes A, and that it transforms dfidi)'1 into dlfdf)'1

= (dl(d$)~1)'1, so that t inverts E. Since al centralizes d\(d2)"x and w(dxd2)k lies

in j4, which centralizes E, we see that s centralizes F. It remains to find the action

of s on A, which is normal in C(u), being the derived group of L.

Since t centralizes A, s2 = [t, s] also centralizes A. Thus the automorphism <p of

yl induced by s satisfies

(29) <p2=l.

Also, <p inverts (dxd2)z, by (28) and Lemma 3.1, and transforms w into w(dxd2)2k

x (axa2)z. Since z> is the unique involution in ((dxd2)z}, cp fixes v. Since (dxd2)2k(axa2)z

is an odd power of dxd2, w is not conjugate to w(dxd2)2k(axa2)z in CA(v) = (dxd2, w}.

Hence <p is not an inner automorphism of A.

Identifying A = PSL2 iq) with its own inner automorphism group, we see that cp

is an element of the automorphism group PrL2 iq) of A [5, pp. 90, 98], not con-

tained in A.

Suppose that <p does not belong to PGL2 iq). Then, by (29), <p is induced on A

by a semilinear transformation relative to a field automorphism of order 2. This is

possible only if q is a square, q=r2. Then we have 3 = 1, so that (dxd2)z and w are

elements of A = PSL2 (q) represented respectively by the matrices

0 0 -1

1 0

where p is a generator of the multiplicative group of Fq. If the matrix of the semi-

linear transformation inducing 95 is R, then the fact that 93 inverts (dxd2)z means

that

R 'K   °   1
Lo  p-\

R = +
-1   0

/¿J

Comparing eigenvalues, we see that pr = ±p or ±p l, whence

«r-D =  1;     or       «r+ij = 1,
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Thus q-\ divides 2(r-l) or 2Í/+1). If r>3, then a-l=(r-l)(r+l)>2(r+l).

Hence r=3, q=9, p.3= —ft-1, and

F-
0

R
0

It follows that F has the form

Now cp2 is the element of PSL2 (q) represented by the matrix

p3   01 Vc    01 _ p4   01

Lo     ljLO    lj " L0     lj

so that c4 = 1, i.e. c is an even power of p.. Now <p transforms w into the element

of PSL2 (a) represented by the matrix

R
-1

0
R

— c~ 0

Since

is an even power of

P   0

this means that <p transforms w into wx, where x is an even power of (dxd2)z, and

thus an even power of dxd2. But we have seen before that this is not so.

Thus <p belongs to PGL2 (a) but not to PSL2 (a), and inverts dxd2. If xb is the

element of PGL2 (q) represented by the matrix

0
-1

(8 = I),   or
1       0

0    -1
(8= -1),

then xb does not lie in PSL2 (a), and inverts dxd2. Thus <p<A_1 is an element of

PSL2 (q) lying in the centralizer of dxd2, which is idxd2y if q> 5. Then appropriate

choice of the number k in (28) gives xp = \\>. If a=5 then dxd2 = v, whose centralizer

in A is iv, vv>. Then we compute that wxb and vwxb have order 4. Hence again xvxú'1

lies in <» and we can obtain <p=xb by appropriate choice of k. This completes the

proof of Lemma 3.7.

4. The /^-structure of G.   We shall determine the structure of the normalizer in

G of a Sylow /j-subgroup, where p is the characteristic of the field Fq.
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For a in Fq, we put

(30)

W. J. WONG [May

0(a) -1 :]•
The 0(a) form a Sylow /z-subgroup of SL2 (q). Using the isomorphisms of Lemma

1.1 (ii) and writing 6fa) for 6(a)l (i=l, 2), we obtain Sylow/z-subgroups of Lx and

L2:

(31) Pt = {0fa) | a E Fq}        (i=l,2).

The mapping a -h* 0t(a) is an isomorphism of the additive group of F, with F¡,

so that Fj is elementary Abelian of order q. The subgroup

(32) R = p1p2 = p1xP2

is a Sylow /z-subgroup of C(t). By Lemma 3.7, the subgroup

(33) Dx={9x(*)d2(a)\aeFq}

is a Sylow /z-subgroup of C(u), elementary Abelian of order q. We shall also need

the subgroup

(34) D2 = {6x(cc)d2(-a)\aeFq}.

Then jR also has direct product decompositions

(35) R = p1Dx = DXD2.

We shall put

Te     0
(36) h =

0

which is the same as ¿/when S = 1 but not when S = — 1, and, using the isomorphisms

of Lemma 1.1 (ii), form the subgroup

(37) H = (hx, h2).

Then H is an Abelian subgroup of order j(q-l)2, and we have

(38) h[q-V12 = h2q-1)t2 = /.

The normalizer of R in C(t) is

(39) N(R) r\C(t) = RH(u).

We shall also put

(40) v = (sw)2"-\    or   y = s2""2*
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according as 8 = 1 or 8= -1, where s is the element of C(u) referred to in Lemma

3.7. Then the automorphism of A induced by y is the same as that induced by the

matrix

or
1       0

0    +1

according as 8= 1 or 8 = — 1, where i2= — 1. Thus y has the following properties:

(41) yeN(Di),

(42) (hxh2)v = hxh2;   and   wy = vw if 8 = I,   wv = w if 8 = -1.

Also, we can compute that

(43) y2 = uv   if 8= I;       y2 = u   if S = — 1 ;

(44) ty = tu,       (tu)y = t.

Thus Ry is a Sylow /^-subgroup of C(tu), and

(45) RnRy = Dx.

We require the following result connecting F, Ry and subgroups of the group F

of Lemma 3.7.

Lemma 4.1. //{1}<F^F, then N(F) n R=N(F) n Ry = Dx.

Proof. Clearly N(F) n R^DX. Suppose that N(F) n F> Dx. Then, from (35),

N(F) n PX>{1}. Now ihxh2y normalizes both F and F1( so that it normalizes

A'(F) n Pi. But ihih2y acts irreducibly on Px, since an element of ihxh2y transforms

6x(a) into 6x(ßa), where ß can be any nonzero square in Fq, and every element of

F, is a sum of squares. Thus A^F) n P1=p1, so that

N(F) ä PXDX = R.

Since F is cyclic, we have

|AutF| S \F\-l S e-l < q,

since e^(q+l). Thus \N(F) n F : C(F) n R\ <q, so that \C(F) n F| >q. Since

C(F)^ F»!, we have C(F) n R> Di. Now the same argument as before shows that

C(F)äPi. Since A¿¡C(F), C(F) contains all transforms of Fj by elements of A.

Since these generate Lu C(F) contains the element t of LX. But t inverts F, so that

we have a contradiction. Hence N(F)nR = Di. Transforming by y, we have

A^F) n Ry = Di. This proves the lemma.

We now consider the centralizer of Dx in G.
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Lemma 4.2. The group C(DX) has a normal 2-complement M, which is a semi-

direct product

M = EQ,       Q<M,       EnQ = {I},

where Q = RyR, \Q\=q3.

Proof. Since CA(DX) = Dx, we find from Lemma 3.7 that

(46) C(DX) n C(u) = Dx x (t, s2}E.

The Sylow 2-subgroup (t, s2> of this group is dihedral of order 2\ Also, from the

structure of C(t), and (41) and (44), we have

(47) C(Dx)nC(t) = R(t,u},

(48) CiDx) n Citu) = Ry(t, «>.

The argument of Lemma 2.1 shows that (t, s2> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(DX).

All involutions of t(s2) are conjugate in (t, s'y to t, and so are not conjugate to

the involution u of <s2>. It follows (for example, by Lemma 3.3 and Burnside's

theorem) that C(DX) has a normal 2-complement M.

The four-subgroup (t, u) of C(DX) acts on M. By (46), (47) and (48), we have

(49) CM(u) = EDx,       CM(t) = R,       CM(tu) = Ry.

By Lemma 3.6, we have \M\ =eq3, M=ERyR.

If F is any nontrivial subgroup of E, then (t, u) acts on NM(F). Using (49) and

Lemma 4.1, we find that

NM(F) n C(u) = EDX,       NM(F) n C(t) = NM(F) n C(tu) = Dx.

By Lemma 3.6, NM(F) = EDX, so that Flies in the center of NM(F). It follows from

Burnside's theorem [8, Theorem 14.3.1] that M has a normal r-complement for

every prime divisor r of e. Thus M has a normal subgroup Q of order q3, which

must be /?"/{, and M=EQ. This proves the lemma.

We remark that Q is characteristic in M, which is characteristic in C(DX), which

is normal in N(DX), so that Q is normal in N(DX), i.e.

(50) JVYF»!) S N(Q).

We shall prove that Q is Abelian by considering the centralizer of R.

Lemma 4.3. The group Q is elementary Abelian of order q3, and is the normal

2-complement of the group C(R). Also,

(51) C(Q) = Q.

Proof. From the structure of C(t), C(R) n C(t) = R(f). By the argument of

Lemma 2.1, <F> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(R), so that, by Burnside's theorem,

C(R) has a normal 2-complement K. The four-group (t, u) normalizes R and so
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acts on K. We have CM = R- Since C(u) n C(R) g C(u) n C(DX), and since

C(R) n F={1} by Lemma 4.1, we find from (46) that CK(u) = Dx. Thus, CK(tu)

^CK(t,u) = Dx.

Suppose that CK(tu) n Ry = Dx. By (48), F" is the only Sylow /»-subgroup of

C(tu) containing Dx, so that Dx is a Sylow/»-subgroup of CK(tu). Then Lemma 3.6

shows that F is a Sylow /»-subgroup of K. Now the Frattini argument and (39)

show that

N(R) = C(R)(N(R) n C(0) = C(R)Hiuy,

so that a Sylow /»-subgroup of C(R) is also a Sylow /»-subgroup of N(R). Thus F

is a Sylow /»-subgroup of N(R), so that F is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G, contradicting

Lemma 4.2.

Hence CK(tu) r\Ry> Dx. By (35) and (41), Ry=PyxDx, so that

CK(tu) npy> {1}.

Now, elements of ihxh2yy centralize <<,«>" = <?, u>, and normalize D\ = DX. In

particular, ihxh2yy must normalize the normal 2-complement F of C(DX) C\ C(t).

Thus ihxh2yy normalizes K. Since ihxh2yy normalizes P\, it normalizes CK(tu) n Fj.

Since ihih2yv acts irreducibly on FÏ, we have Ck(ím) £ F", so that

Ck(/h) ^ FiFi = F".

Since C(tu) n C(R)ZC(tu) n C^), it follows from (48) that CK(tu) = Ry. Now

Lemma 3.6 shows that K=RyRDx = RyR=Q.

Since F and F" are elementary Abelian and Ry á C(F), g is elementary Abelian.

Since C(Q)úC(R) = ityQ, C(Q)=Q. This proves the lemma.

We remark that Q is characteristic in C(R) which is normal in N(R), so that we

have

(52) N(R) g N(Q).

We now put

(53) F3 = D\,      e3(a) = (ex(a)e2(-a)y.

Then, by (35) and (41), Ry = DxxP3, so that

(54) Q = PxxP2xP3.

Since C(Q)= Q, N(Q)/Q acts faithfully on Q. Since H^N(Q) by (39) and (52),
// acts faithfully on Q. We now determine this action.

Lemma 4.4. The action of H on Q is given by

hi : flii«) -*- 0JÍA),   e2(a) -v fla(«),   fl3(«) -+ 03(W),

A2 : 0x(a) -► ^(a),     02(<x) -». 02(e2a),     0S(«) -► 03(£a).
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Proof. The actions of hx and h2 on 6x(a) and 02(a) are known, since these

elements are contained in C(t). Since tu inverts D2, (44) and (53) show that t

inverts F3, so that [/, Q] =P3. Since H normalizes Q and centralizes t, H normalizes

F3.

We now write Q additively instead of multiplicatively, and make it into a 3-

dimensional vector space over Fq by defining scalar multiplication as follows:

A(^(a)+e2(ß)+e3(Y)) = ex(Xa)+e2(Xß)+e3(xy).

Since hxh2: dx(a)92(-a) -> 6x(e2a)62(-e2a), (42) and (53) imply that

hxh2: e3(a) ^ e3(c2a).

Thus the effect of (hxh2)m on Q is multiplication by the scalar e2m. Since hx, h2 and

tu commute with hxh2, their action on Q is additive and commutes with multi-

plication by square scalars. Since every element of Fq is a sum of squares, hx, h2

and tu induce linear transformations on Q. Representing these transformations by

their matrices with respect to the basis 6x(l), 82(l), 83(l) of Q, we have

hi

e2    0    0

0     1    0

0    0   pj

0    0

e2

0   0

tu

0 1    0

1 0   0

0   0    1

Since hxh2 induces multiplication by the scalar e2, and tu transforms hx into h2,

we have

pv = e" m

When 8= — 1, we cannot have p= —e, since then t=hxQ~1)l2 would act trivially

on Q, which is not so. When 8=1, nothing up to this point is changed if we replace

e by — £, which is another generator of the multiplicative group of F„ and s by sv.

Thus in either case we may take p = v = e, which yields the lemma.

We now consider the structure of N(PX).

Lemma 4.5. Let V=0(C(Px)). Then

C(PX)=L2V,       N(PX) = L2V(hx}.

The group V/Px is Abelian, and V is nilpotent. Also,

QnV = PXP3.

Proof. The centralizer of Px in C(t) is

C(PX) n C(t) = L2PX.

The Sylow 2-subgroup (a2, ¿z2> of this group is a generalized quaternion group.

By the argument of Lemma 2.1, (a2, b2} is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(PX). By a
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theorem of Brauer and Suzuki [1, Theorem 2, p. 321], if V=0(C(Px)), then

C(PX)IVhas center it>V/V. Thus <i>Kis normal in C(PX). By the Frattini argument,

C(PX) = (C(PX) n C(t))V = L2V,

since obviously Px g V. Since C(PX) is normal in N(PX), we have, by the Frattini

argument and the fact that <?> is characteristic in <a2, ¿>2>,

N(PX) = C(PX)(N(PX) n C(t)) = L2Vihxy.

Since Cv(0=Fi, t acts without fixed point on V/Px, so that V/Px is Abelian.

Since PX^Z(V), Vis nilpotent (of class at most 2).

Suppose that x is an element of odd order in C(PX) which is inverted by t. Since

t centralizes all elements of C(PX) modulo V, x must be an element of V. Now

t=(tu)y inverts Dy2=P3, so that we must have F3 g V. It follows that Q n f^P^.

This proves the lemma.

By considering C(P3), we shall show that in fact V is a /»-group.

Lemma 4.6. C(P3) has a normal 2-complement, and

0(C(P3)) á QH.

Proof. Suppose first that 8=1. Then the centralizer of F2 in C(t) is

C(D2) n C(t) = Rit, uvy.

If x is any involution, then, from the structures of C(t) and C(u), the centralizer

in C(x) of any subgroup of order q has as Sylow 2-subgroup either a four-group or

a generalized quaternion group. Now the argument of Lemma 2.1 shows that

it, uvy is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(D2). The involutions of it, uvy are not all

conjugate in C(D2), since / e Kx, tuv e K2. Thus C(D2) has a normal 2-complement,

and so does C(P3) = C(D2)y.

Suppose now that 8 = — 1. Then the centralizer of D2 in C(t) is

C(D2) n C(t) = Rity,

and <f> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(D2), so that C(D2) and hence C(F3) has a

normal 2-complement.

In either case, the four-group it, «> normalizes D2 and so acts on 0(C(D2)).

We have

0(C(D2)) n C(0 = F,   0(C(D2)) n C(w) ̂  F1;   0(C(F2)) n C(/w) ̂  F^

Now each Sylow /»-subgroup of PSL2 (q) is contained in a unique largest odd order

subgroup, the normal 2-complement of its normalizer, since every pair of distinct

Sylow /»-subgroups generates PSL2 (q). It follows that C(u) has a unique largest

odd order subgroup containing Du and that this is contained in Dxihxh2yE. If

C(D2) contains an element xfof Dxihxh2yE, where x e Dxihxh2y,fe E, then C(D2)
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also contains [r, xf]=f2. Then D2 normalizes </2>, so that, by Lemma 4.1,

/2 = 1, i.e. f=l. Hence

0(C(D2)) n C(u) S Dx(hih2).

Also, C(tu) = C(t)y has a unique largest odd order subgroup containing D\ = Di,

and this is contained in RyHv. Thus,

0(C(D2)) n C(tu) S RyHy.

By Lemma 3.6, we have 0(CiD2))SRyRHy, since (hxh2} = (hxh2}y. From (43),

v2 normalizes /? and //, so that we have

0(C(P3)) = 0(C(D2))y S RRyH = QH.

Lemma 4.7. V= 0(C(Px)) is a p-group.

Proof. Applying Lemma 4.6, we find that

CV(P3) S 0(C(P3)) n C(PX) S Q(h2> S L2PXP3.

Hence CV(P3)=PXP3. By nilpotency of V, CV(P3) contains all/z'-elements of V.

Hence F is a /z-group. This proves the lemma.

We now set

-M-
The element c2 of C(t) centralizes Px and so normalizes V. Hence, P3* S V. We put

(56) f4 = p§»,     et(a) = W-

By Lemma 4.4, hxh2 l centralizes F3. Since c2 transforms hxh2 1 into Ax/ia,

(57) hxh2 e C(Pi).

Also by Lemma 4.4, and the assumption (13), hxh2 acts without fixed point on PXP3.

Hence,

PiP3 n F4 = {1},       V ^ /W*-

Since V/P-i is Abelian, F4 normalizes PXP3, so that PxP3Pi is in fact a group. This

shows that a Sylow /z-subgroup of G has order at least qi. We shall prove

Lemma 4.8. V=PxP3Pi. IfU=P2V=PxP2P3Pi, then

N(U) n /vYFi) = UH S N(Q).

Also, PXP3 is normal in U, and U/PiP3 is Abelian.

Proof. Consider first the case when 8=1. Then (t, v} normalizes Plt and so

acts on V. We know that Cv(t)=Pi- Since tz = (/z1/z2)<<,_1>/4 in this case, y commutes

with v, by (42). By (44), (tuv)y = tv. Since tuv centralizes D2, tv centralizes D\=P3.
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Then F3 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C(tv), since tv lies in K2. By Lemma 4.7, it

follows that

Cy(tv)  = F3.

Since c2 normalizes Fand transforms tv into v, we have Cv(v)=Pi. By Lemma 3.6,

V=PxP3Pi.

If U=P2V, it now follows from Lemma 4.5 that

N(U) n N(PX) = (N(P2) n L2ihxy)V = F2<A1, h2yv = UH.

Since V/Px is Abelian, PXP3 is normal in V. Also, F2 centralizes FiF3. Hence

PXP3 is normal in U. Since to inverts P2xU/V and Cy(to)=P3, to acts without

fixed point on U/PXP3, so that U/PXP3 is Abelian.

In particular, Q=PXP2P3 is normal in U. By (39) and (52), HSN(Q). Thus

UH^N(Q). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.8 in the case 8 = 1.

If 8= — 1, the above argument is not available since v does not normalize Px.

However we can obtain the same result, and more information as well, by studying

N(Q).

Lemma 4.9. Let 8= -1. Then,

N(Q)/Q =JxZ,

where J is isomorphic with PGL2 (a), and Z=ihxh2yQ/Q, a cyclic group of order

%(q— 1). J contains the elements tQ, uQ, yQ, hxh21Q.

Proof. Let W=0(N(Q)). By (47) and (50), it, uy^N(Q), so that it, «> acts on

W. Also, y e N(Q), by (41) and (50). Of course Wi Q. We have

cw(t) ̂  cm - R,  cw(u) ̂  cm = dx,  cw(tu) = cw(ty.

Now Rihf, hxh2y is the unique largest subgroup of odd order in C(t) containing F,

and Dxihxh2yE is the unique largest subgroup of odd order in C(u) containing Dx.

Since (hxh2)y = hxh2, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that

(58) W g Qih2x, (hyxf, hxh2, F>.

By (50) and the fact that Dx = Q n C(u), we have

(59) N(Q) n C(m) = N(DX) n C(u) = <?, j>F1</i1/i2>F.

The Sylow 2-subgroup it, i> of this group is dihedral of order 2n + 1, with u as its

unique central involution. By the argument of Lemma 2.1, it, j> is a Sylow 2-sub-

group of N(Q).

We know that a Sylow /»-subgroup of G has order at least a4, so that Q is not a

Sylow/»-subgroup of G, and hence not of N(Q). However, Q is a Sylow/»-subgroup

of W, by (58). Hence \N(Q) : W\ is divisible by/», so that N(Q) does not have a

normal 2-complement.
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Not all the involutions of (t, s> are conjugate in N(Q), since t and u are not

conjugate in G. This implies that N(Q) has a subgroup of index 2 and that u is

conjugate in N(Q) to ts. Now, using (59), we have

CmQ)IQ(uQ) = CNlQMQIQ = (t, s, hxh2, E)Q/Q,

which is isomorphic with (t, s, hxh2, E}, which has a normal Abelian 2-comple-

ment (hxh2, F>. By a theorem of Gorenstein and Walter [7, Theorem I],

N(Q)/Wx PGL2(F),

for some odd prime power r.

Since the centralizer of an involution in PGL2 (r) is dihedral, and hxh2 lies in

the center of (t, s, hxh2, F>, we must have hxh2 e W.

Suppose that W n F=F>{1}. Then, since IF is solvable and F is a Hall sub-

group of W, there is a chief factor X of N(Q) in W, covered by a subgroup of F.

Then X is centralized by u and hence by its conjugate ts. But, ts inverts E and so

inverts X, so that we have a contradiction. Thus,

W n E = {1},       CNiQ)lw(uW) « (t, s>£.

The order of (t, s}E is 2n+1e = 2(q + 1). But, the structure of PGL2 (r) shows that

its order must be 2(z*+1) or 2(r— 1). Thus, r = q or r = q + 2.

By (52), the fact that R=Qn C(t), and (39), we.have

N(Q) n C(t) = RH(u) = R(t, u)(h2x, hxh2}.

Since hxh2 e W, it follows that

Cme>lw(tW) x (t, u}(h2xy/((h2} n W),

whose order is a divisor of 2(q— 1). By the structure of PGL2 (r), this order must

be 2(r— 1) or 2(r+ 1), so that rSq. Hence we must have r=q, so that

N(Q)/WxPGL2(q).

Also, </zf> n IF={1}, and we have

Cw(t) = Jt<Ma>,    Cw(tz) = Dx(hxh2),   Cw(tu) = Ry(hxh2},

so that, by Lemma 3.6, W= Q(hxh2).

The Hall subgroup </zf, hxh2} of N(Q) splits over (hxh2y. It follows by a theorem

of Gaschiitz [8, Theorem 15.8.6] that N(Q)/Q splits over W/Q:

N(Q)/Q = JZ,      JnZ=l,

where Z= 1F/Ö, /isPGL2 (q). Now, Z is centralized by the involution tQ, which

corresponds to an involution of PGL2 (q) not lying in PSL2 (q). Since, such an
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involution and its conjugates generate PGL2 (q), we see that Z lies in the center of

N(Q)/Q, so that

N(Q)/Q = JxZ.

Since Z has odd order, J must contain all elements of order 2 or 4 in N(Q)/Q.

Thus J contains tQ, uQ, yQ. We have

Cj(tQ) = itQ, uQ, My,

where MZ=ih\, hxh2yQ/Q. From the structure of PGL2 (q), uQ must invert M.

We know that uQ centralizes Z. Hence

M = [uQ, MZ] = [u, ih\,hxh2y\Q/Q = <A1Aa-1>ß/ß,

so that hxh2x lies in J. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.9.

Lemma 4.10. Let 8= — 1. One can choose a matrix representation of Jas PGL2 (q)

in such a way that, ifr¡(a) is the element of J represented by the matrix

1    0

a     1

then the action of the Sylow p-subgroup P={77(a) \ a e FJ of J on Q is given by

(60)   r,(a): 6,(8) -+ ex(ß),  e2(ß) -> ex(a2ß)e2(ß)e3(paß),  e3(ß) -* ex(2^)e3(B),

where p.= ±l.IfUxis the subgroup of N(Q) containing Q such that UX/Q = P, then

Ux is a Sylow p-subgroup of G (of order q*), Q is the unique Abelian subgroup of

order a3 in Ux, Z(UX) = PX, and PXP3 is normal in Ux.

Proof. We write Q additively and make it into a 3-dimensional vector space over

Fq, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. The action on Q of the element (hxh2)mQ of Z

is multiplication by the scalar e2m. Since J centralizes Z, the action of J on Q is

additive and commutes with multiplication by square scalars. Since all scalars are

sums of squares, J acts linearly on Q. We represent linear transformations on Q

by matrices with respect to the basis ex(l), 62(\), 63(l). From Lemma 4.4, we know

the action on Q of the elements tQ, uQ, h1h21Q of J:

tQ

(61)

0

1

0    -

hxh2'Q

uQ

e

0

In any 1-dimensional representation of PGL2 (a), elements of PSL2 (a) are

represented by 1. Since uQ corresponds in /=PGL2 (q) to an element of PSL2 (a)
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but one of the eigenvalues of the linear transformation on Q corresponding to uQ

is —1, the representation of J on Q is not reducible into three 1-dimensional

constituents.

The description by Brauer and Nesbitt [2, p. 588] of the irreducible representa-

tions of PGL2 (q) over Fq shows that the representation of J on Q is irreducible,

and that, if a matrix representation of / as PGL2 (q) is taken, then Q can be identi-

fied with the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 in two variables xx,

x2, the action on Q of the element of J represented by the matrix A = [%] being to

transform

f(xu x2) -> (det A)mf(x'i, x2),

where

(62) x¡ = 2 viaJXj,
i

where <p is an automorphism of the field Fq and m is an integer such that diagonal

matrices act trivially on Q, i.e. a2m<p(a)2 = 1 for all nonzero a in Fq.

If we replace the matrix [atj] representing an element of / by the matrix [<p(ßü)],

we have another matrix representation of J. Thus we can assume in (62) that

<p= 1. Then we must have m= — 1 or \(q— 1)— 1.

Since uQ lies in PSL2 (q), which has only one class of involutions, we can suppose

that the matrix representation of J is such that

uQ
0   1

-1    0

(where ~ means "is represented by"). Since all involutions of the centralizer of

uQ which lie in PGL2 (q) — PSL2 (q) are conjugate in the centralizer of uQ, we can

assume that

T       0"

0    -1
tQ

If m= — 1, the subspace [t, Q] of elements of Q transformed by tQ into their

negatives would be the subspace spanned by x2 and x\. But, (61) shows that [t, Q]

is the 1-dimensional subspace F3. Hence m = \(q— I)— 1, and F3 is the subspace

spanned by xxx2. By choice of scale, we may take 63(l)=2xxx2. The subspace of

vectors of Q fixed by uQ is the subspace spanned by xx+x2. By (61), it is the

subspace spanned by 0i(l) + #2(l). Hence,

ex(i)+e2(i) = p(x2x+xl),

for some scalar p. The subspace of vectors of Q transformed into their negatives

by tuQ is spanned by xx-x2 and also by 0x(l)-62(l). Hence,

6i(l)-92(l) = v(x2i-x22),

for some scalar v.
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Since hxh21Q is an element of odd order commuting with tQ,

TA   0

27

hxh2xQ
0   A-

for some scalar A. Then hxh2 XQ transforms

x\ + x\ -* i(A2 + A - 2)(x\ + xl) + K A2 - A - 2)(x\ - xl),

xï - x\ -* \(\2 - A - 2)(x? + xl) + ¿(A2 + A - 2)(x? - xl).

Substitution for x\+x2 and xf-x| in terms of ^(1) and 02(1) and comparison

with (61) shows that

A2 + A" e2 + e~ p.(À2-\-2) = v(e2-E~2).

Since A2 + A-2-£2-£-2 = (A2-£2)(l-A-2£-2), A2 = e2 or A2 = £"2. Since a matrix

and its negative represent the same element of PGL2 (q), we may take A=s or

A = £_1. Since uQ centralizes tQ and uQ, and inverts hxh21Q, we may assume that

A=e, so that

hxh2xQ
0

0

Now, p.(e2 — e~2) = v(e2 — e~2), and £27^e 2, by the assumption that a>3. Hence

p.=v, so that

ex(i) = /¿x2,     ö2(i) = pxxi

Since y2 = u, by (43), we have

yQ~ i i
or

1 1

This transforms x2 —x2 into ±2xxx2. Since yQ transforms f?1(l)— ö2(l) into 03(1),

by (53), we have p. = ± 1.

If 17(a) is the element of J such that

77(a) ~
1    0

a    1

then we can now compute that the action of 77(a) of Q is given by

"1        0     0'

77(a) —>    a2        1     /xa

2pux    0      1 .

This is equivalent to the relations (60).

Let F be the group consisting of all the 77(a) and Ux the subgroup of N(Q) con-

taining Q such that UX/Q=P. If a^O, then the subgroup of vectors of Q left fixed
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by r¡(a) is Px. It follows that every Abelian subgroup of Ux not contained in Q

must meet Q in at most Px, and so has order at most q2. Hence Q is the only

Abelian subgroup of order q3 in Ux, and also Z(UX)=PX. Also, the relations (60)

imply that PXP3 is normal in Ux.

Since Q is characteristic in Ux, N(UX)SN(Q). Since Ux is a Sylow /z-subgroup

of N(Q), we see that Ux is a Sylow/z-subgroup of G. Obviously \Ux\=q4'. This

completes the proof of Lemma 4.10.

We can now prove Lemma 4.8 in the case 8= -1. Since a Sylow/z-subgroup of

G has order q*, we must have V=PxP3Pi since otherwise P2V would be a /z-sub-

group of G (Lemma 4.7) of order greater than qi. Since Ux S C(PX), Ux V is a

/z-subgroup of G, so that UX^V. Also, P2<QSUX. Hence U=P2VS Ux, so that

£/= Ux. Since PiP3 is normal in U, P2 and F4 are Abelian, and [F2, FJ^FjFji by

(60), U/PXP3 is Abelian. As in the proof for the case 8 = 1, N(U) n N(PX)=UH.

Finally, U=UXSN(Q) and HSN(R)SN(Q), so that UHSN(Q). This completes

the proof of Lemma 4.8.

We now achieve the object of this section, by determining the structure of UH.

Lemma 4.11. The structure of UH=PxP2P3PiH is determined by the relations

[».(«), 0i(j8)] = [02(«), Ö3Ü3)] = 1,       (/ = 2, 3, 4),

**(«): <W) -+ Ö,(- 8a2/3)ö2((8)ö3(aiS),       03(/3) -> Ö1(-2Sai3)Ö3(|3),

Ä! : 04(a) -> 04(ea), /z2 : 04(a) -► 04(e"H

flzzí/ the relations of Lemma 4.4, together with the known structure of Px, P2, P3, Pi

and H. The group U is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and N(U) = UH.

Proof. Since c2 centralizes hx, inverts h2, and transforms 03(a) into 04(a), we

find from Lemma 4.4 that

hx : 04(«) ~> ö4(ea), h2 : 04(a) -* 04(£ - xa).

Now, £/// = QPiH, and ß is a normal subgroup of UH. We have determined the

action of H on Q in Lemma 4.4. We need to find the action of F4 on Q.

By (57), hxh2 centralizes F4. Making Q into a 3-dimensional vector space over

Fq as in Lemma 4.4, we see that F4 induces linear transformations on Q. Again we

represent linear transformations by their matrices with respect to the basis ^(l),

e2(i), e3(i).

Since PXSZ(U) and U/PXP3 is Abelian, elements of F4 fix elements of Px and fix

all elements of Q modulo PXP3. It follows that
"1      0     0"

(63) 04(a)^   /(a)     1    g(a)

.*(«)   0     1

where/, g, h are functions from F„ into itself, and the 1 in the last row follows from

the fact that 04(a)p = l.
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Using (56), (63), and the fact that c2 = t inverts F3, we compute that

c2e2(iy. e3(a)-> ex(f(-a))e3(g(-a))e¿a),       04(a) -> e3(-a).

Then we compute, using (63), that

(C202(1))3: 04(a) -> ö1(%))Ö3(r(a))04(g(a)),

where k(a)=f(a)+f(-g(a))+h(-g(a))a, r(a)=g(-g(a)) + a.  But, computation

using (30) and (55) shows that

(c202(l))3 = 1.

It follows that k(a) = r(a) = 0, and, in particular, that g(a) = a.

In the case 8= — 1, comparison with Lemma 4.10 now shows that 04(a) belongs

to the coset -r¡(p.a) of U/Q. Then Lemma 4.10 determines the action of 04(a) on Q,

and we obtain the relations stated in the lemma.

Now let S = 1. We have already shown that 6A[a)hx = hxdA[ea). Taking the matrices

of the corresponding linear transformations on Q, by Lemma 4.4 and (63), we

find that

f(ea) = £2/(a).

Since e is a generator of the multiplicative group of F„, this implies that

/OS«) = ß2f(a),

for ßjiO. Setting a=l and then replacing ß by a, we have /(a) = ma2, for a^O,

where m=f(l). This formula holds also for a = 0, since 04(O)= 1.

The relation 04(l)04(a)= 04(1 +a) implies that

f(l+a)=f(l)+f(a) + h(a),

so that we have h(a)=2ma.

To determine m, we compute in C(t) that

(tw6x(l)82(-l)y = I.

Transforming by yc2, we obtain the equation

(tuve^l))3 = 1.

We calculate that

tuvdAT) -

Cubing, we find that m = -1, so that

04(a)^

-1

0

0

— m

-I

— 2m

1 0 0

-a2 1 a

-2a    0    1

-1

0

-1
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and we have determined the action of F4 on Q. This gives the relations of the lemma.

It follows from our relations that Z(U) = PX. Hence N(U)^N(PX), so that

Lemma 4.8 implies that N(U)=UH. Since F is a Sylow /»-subgroup of UH, it

follows that F is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G. This completes the proof of Lemma

4.11.

5. The (FA')-pair. The action of u on Q=PXP2P3 and the action of c2 on

V=PxP3Pi are given as follows.

Lemma 5.1.

W. 6x(a) -> 62(a), 62(a) -> 6x(a), 63(a) -> 03(-a),

C2 : 6x(a) -> ^(a), 03(a) -> 04(a), 04(a) -* 03( - a).

Proof. The action of u on PXP2 is given by the structure of C(t). Since u inverts

D2, u=uy also inverts D\=P3.

By the structure of C(t), c2 centralizes Px; and c2 transforms 03(a) into 04(a)

by the definition (56). Finally, c\ = t inverts F3, so that c2 transforms 04(a) into

03( —a). This proves the lemma.

The normalizer of H in C(t) is the group

(64) N = <//, u, c2y.

This is in fact the normalizer of H in G, since <i > is characteristic in H, being the

group of \(q— l)th powers of elements of H.

Lemma 5.2. The structure of N=iH, u, c2> is determined by the relations

hxq-»>2 = h2q-»12 = c22 = t,       t2 = u2 = 1,

[hi, h2] = [hi, c2)=l,      hf - h2,      AS» = h2\       (uc2y = 1.

The group W=N/H is dihedral of order 8.

Proof. This is all computation within C(t). The group W=N/H is dihedral of

order 8 because of the relations u2=l, c2e H, (uc2)e = 1.

Now set

rx = uH,       r2 = c2H.

Then rx and r2 are involutions generating N/H= W. The elements of W, written

in shortest possible form in terms of rx and r2, are

1>    ri>    r2,    rxr2,    r2rx,    rxr2rx,   r2rxr2,   rxr2rxr2.

For a in W, let X(o) be the number of factors r¡ when o is expressed in the shortest

form as above. Set to(rx)=u, a>(r2)=c2, and, for o=r¡1 ■ ■ ■ r¡k, set u>(o)=co(ril) ■ ■ ■ u>(rilc).

Then o=co(o)H. If K is any subgroup containing //, we write oK and Ko for the
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cosets a^cr)^ and Kcoio). If K is any subgroup normalized by H, we write K" for

K<°(a). We set

(65) B = UH.

Clearly B nN=H.

Lemma 5.3. Let G¡ = 5 u BrtB, i=l, 2. Then Gx and G2 are subgroups ofiG.

Proof. Since G¡Gi = Bu BrKB u BrtBrtB and r? = 1, it is enough to prove that

B'iÇfiU Brß.

Since u=co(rx) normalizes PXP2P3H and c2 = co(r2) normalizes PxP3PiH, it is

enough to show that

P¡i £ £ u A^jB,       P|a ç 5 u 5r2fi.

As is well known, e.g. [3, p. 34], L2 x SL2 (q) has the Bruhat decomposition

L2 = B2yj B2c2B2,

where B2=P2(h2)SB. Hence P,2?=P&SL2<^B u 5r2ß.

For x in SL2 (^), set

x=f~1xfi       where  /= I       _j •

Then

Ax = {xxx2 | x e SL2 (#)}

is a subgroup of C(F) isomorphic with PSL2 (q), an isomorphism being provided

by the correspondence associating xxx2 with the element of PSL2 (q) represented

by the matrix x. The matrices
"1    0"

_«   1.

of SL2 (q) give a Sylow /z-subgroup D2 of Ax, whose normalizer in Ax is

Bx = D2(hxh2),

since h2=h2. Since c2 = tc2, the Bruhat decomposition of SL2 (q) leads to the

decomposition

Ax = Bx u Bxtcxc2Bx.

In particular, D^SjBj u Bxtcxc2Bx.

Now, D%c'=Pi, (hxh2)yc<*=hxh2~1, and (/c1c2)!/c2 = iz/zz or m according as 8=1 or

8= — 1. If 8 = 1, tve H so that tuv=u (mod //). Then,

F¡i £ (A u Ä^Ca-B,)1"* £ßu 5^.6,

since Bfc2=Pi(hxh21) SB. This proves the lemma.
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Lemma 5.4. If o e W, i= 1 or 2, and Á(r¡o)^\(o), then rxBa<=,BrxciB.

Proof. Since u normalizes PXP2P3H and c2 normalizes PXP3PJI, it is enough to

show that

mF4cu(ct) s uco(o)B    if X(rxd) ^ A(ct),

C2P2oj(o) £ c2w(a)B    if A(r2a) 3: \(o).

There are eight cases to examine, all easily verified by using Lemma 5.1. For

example, when / = 1, a=r2rx,

uPiC2u = uc2P3u = uc2uP3.

Seven more such verifications complete the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 5.5. The set G0 = BNB is a subgroup of G, and G0 is the disjoint union of

the eight double cosets BoB, ae W.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 by a theorem of Tits [16].

Lemma 5.6. Un tPiW»={l}.

Proof. Let m = w(rxr2rxr2) = (uc2)2 = cxc2, and set

D = Un Um.

Since m normalizes H, and H normalizes U,

DH çz uH n UmH = UH n U"m = Un Um = D,

so that H normalizes D. Since Cv(t) = R and F n Fm={l},

CM = {!}•

Hence t inverts D. The subgroup of Q inverted by t is F3, so that

DnQ^P3.

Also, Cu(tu) = Ry and Ry n Rym = Ry n Rmy = (R n Rm)y = {l}, since ym = my if

8 = — 1, and ym = vmy if S = 1. Thus,

CM) = {!}•

Since F3 g C(tu), we have D n Q = {1}.

Let deD. Then d=mn, where mePá, neQ. Since hxh2 centralizes F4 and

normalizes both D and Q, we see that

[n, hxh2] = [d, hxh2] e D n Q,

so that hxh2 commutes with n. Since hxh2 acts without fixed point on Q, n = 1.

Thus, D-¿Pi. Since H acts irreducibly on F4, either F={1} or F=F4.
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Since m2 = l,m normalizes D. If D^{1}, then m induces an automorphism of F4,

say

m:04(a)^04(/(a)).

Now, hxm=mhx1, and we know the action of (hx) on F4, by Lemma 4.11. This

implies that

flee) = £-y(a).

Since e generates the multiplicative group of Fq,

f(ßa) = ß-V(a)

for /MO, so thatf(ß)=yß'1, where y=f(l). Since m induces an automorphism of

Pi, we have y / 0, and

f(a + ß)=fi(a)+fi(ß).

Hence, whenever a, ß, a+ß are all nonzero,

(a + ß)-1 = a-1+ß-\

Take ß= 1 and clear fractions. Then every nonzero element a of Fq different from

-1 must satisfy the equation

a2-r-a+l = 0.

This is impossible since q>4. Hence D={1} and we have proved the lemma.

Lemma 5.7. For each element a of W,

U = U„U¿,       »((AtzXff)"1 ^ 1/ViVi,       «(*) £/>(*)-1 = u>

where Ua and U'„ are subgroups of U given by the table

1 r2 rxr2 r2rx rxr2rx r2rxr2 rxr2rxr2

U„ {1} P,P3 PxP* PiPzP* PiP2Ps U

u: u  pxp2p3 PiPsP, PS* p*p* F4 {1}

Proof. This is straightforward computation, using Lemma 5.1. For example,

(P2P3)v* = (PiPs)r*=PiPi, so that

and

o<(z-1z-2)F1F4a.(r1r2)-1 = P2P3 S U,

^(rir^P^Mrirz)-1 = (»(r^r^PJiW^r^rz)-1

= FlF4lr2rlr2 S    [/rlr2rlr2.

Lemma 5.8. Every element of G0 has a unique expression in the form bco(a)x,

where be B, o eW, xeUa. The order ofG0 is equal to the order o/PSp4 (q).
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Proof. By using Lemmas 5.6, 5.7, we prove the existence and uniqueness of the

"normal form" in the usual way [3, p. 42]. It follows that |FctF| = |F| \Ua\, so

that

I Go I = |*| 2 1^1 = ***(?-i)a0+?+?+?a+ia+?3+i3+?4)
JEW

= W(q-l)2(q+mq2+l) = |PSp4i?)|.

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 5.9. G0 is isomorphic with PSp4 (a).

Proof. Given two elements of G0 in normal form, the normal form of their

product is uniquely determined, by Lemmas 4.11, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.7 and 5.8

(cf [12, §8]). Thus the multiplication table of C70 is uniquely determined. Since

PSp4 (q) satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and the condition (10), we see that

PSp4 (q) has a subgroup isomorphic with G0. By the equality of the orders, G0 is

isomorphic with PSp4 (q).

An alternative method of proving this lemma which does not require the

structure of UH and the action of u and c2 on Q and V to be known with the

exactness of Lemmas 4.11 and 5.1 can be given, by using a theorem of Higman.

By Lemmas 5.3, 5.4,

G2rxG2 = BrxB u Br2rxB u Brxr2B u Br2rxr2B,

G2rxr2rxG2 = Brxr2rxB U Brxr2rxr2B,

so that G0 is decomposed into 3 double cosets

G0 = G2 u G2rxG2 xj G2rxr2rxG2.

This means that the transitive permutation representation of G0 on the right cosets

of G2 has rank 3 in the sense of Higman [9], i.e. G2 has three orbits. These orbits

have lengths

1,        \G2rxG2\/\G2\=q(q+l),        \G2rxr2rxG2\/\G2\ = q\

If the kernel of the permutation representation of G0 is K, suppose that K n Px > {1}.

Since H acts irreducibly on Px, K^PX. Hence K^Pl=P2, K^ D2. Hence K^ D\

=P3, and K^Pc32=Pi. Thus K^ U. By Lemma 4.11 and the Frattini argument,

G0 — KHS G2, a contradiction. Thus Px is represented faithfully. From Lemma 5.8,

every right coset of G2 in G2rxG2 has the form G2rxx or G2rxr2x, where xeU.

Since Px is in the center of U and lies in U'Tl and U,ir2, it follows that every element

of Px fixes every right coset of G2 in G2rxG2. By [9, Theorem 2, p. 154], G0 has

PSp4 (q) as a chief factor, and so G0 is isomorphic with PSp4 (a), by equality of

orders.

Lemma 5.10. G0 = G.
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Proof. Since PSp4 (q) satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, and the condition

(10), G0 possesses all the properties found for G. In particular, G0 has two classes

of involutions, and the centralizer in G0 of an involution has order q2(q2 — I)2 or

q(q2— l)(q— 8), depending on whether or not it lies in the center of a Sylow 2-sub-

group of G0. Since G0 contains t and u, involutions of Kx and K2, the classes of

involutions in G0 must be

K'x = Kx n G0,       K2 = K2 n G0.

Since Sylow 2-subgroups of G0 are Sylow 2-subgroups of G, K2 must consist of the

involutions of G0 which do not lie in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup, so that K'x

must consist of those which do. If x is any involution of G0, we see now that

CGo(x) = C(x). Since G has two classes of involutions, G0 must contain all the

involutions of G [14, Lemma 1, p. 144]. In particular, K[ = KX, so that

|G0| = \K[\ \CGo(t)\ = \KX\ \CG(t)\ = \G\.

Thus, G0 = G.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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